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 Symposium I U.S. Elections

 Voter Registration and Turnout
 in the United States
 Benjamin Highton

 In a democracy, voting is the most fundamental act of political participation and therefore holds a central location in the study of
 political behavior. One significant research tradition focuses on the relationship between registration and turnout and raises impor-
 tant and related questions. How do registration laws influence turnout levels? What types of people are most affected by them? What

 are the partisan implications of registration requirements? Spanning the late nineteenth through early twenty-first centuries, this
 essay places these questions in the appropriate theoretical context and then answers them.

 n November of 2000, about 106 million Americans voted

 for their president. What if a registration "fee" of $27.72
 had been due the previous May? Undoubtedly, far fewer

 people would have voted, and the effects would have been
 especially pronounced among the less well off. This simple
 logic underlies a substantial body of research that investigates
 the relationship between registration laws and voter turnout in
 America.

 The figure of $27.72 is the value of the Virginia poll tax,
 adjusted for inflation, that was adopted in 1904.' Although
 they were the most straightforward example of registration
 "costs," poll taxes are only one of the various costs that regis-
 tration requirements have imposed on Americans during the
 last century. Measuring and explaining how these laws have
 influenced turnout has been a priority for political scientists
 and politicians alike. The questions are theoretically engaging
 and their answers are politically significant.

 In this essay, I argue that there are minimal partisan impli-

 cations of contemporary registration laws and that registration
 reform has probably reached its limits of enhancing turnout.
 To reach these conclusions, I review the costs and benefits of

 voting and explain how registration laws might lower turnout
 by making the costs of voting greater than the benefits. Then,
 I assess evidence on the impact of registration laws on overall
 turnout and on those citizens who are most and least affected

 by registration provisions. This analysis supports the conclu-
 sion that those who hope to increase voter turnout substan-
 tially in the United States must look beyond registration.

 The Benefits and Costs of Voting
 Why vote? People vote when the benefits of doing so outweigh
 the costs. This means that there are really two questions to
 address: What are the benefits of voting, and what are the
 costs?

 Voting benefits
 Any act of political participation might provide people with
 instrumental, expressive, or intrinsic benefits. In terms ofvot-

 ing, coherent explanations should not depend on the instru-
 mental rewards. The reason for this is straightforward: Any
 single vote "is lost in a sea of other votes,"2 so that "my chances

 of determining who becomes President [or influencing just
 about any election outcome] are of about the same order of
 magnitude as my chances of being killed driving to the polls-

 hardly a profitable venture .... [Voting] is irrational as an instru-
 mental action toward an egocentric end."3

 Because "there are so few concrete payoffs to voting,"4 peo-
 ple must receive expressive or intrinsic benefits; as John Ald-
 rich puts it, "most of the action is, in fact, in the intrinsic
 values of voting per se."5 Voting may bring the "feeling that
 one has done one's duty to society, to a reference group (Dem-
 ocrats, blacks, bankers, liberals, feminists, conservationists, and

 so forth), and to oneself; or the feeling that one has affirmed

 one's allegiance to or efficacy in the political system."'6 In addi-
 tion, just as some people like the opera or sports events, some
 like voting. As William Riker and Peter Ordeshook observe,7
 "for those who enjoy the act of informing themselves for the
 decision, who get social satisfactions out of going to the poll-
 ing booth ... [some] supposed costs are actually benefits."8

 Although these expressive and intrinsic benefits are easy to
 identify, measuring their magnitudes precisely (How good does
 it feel to vote?) is probably impossible. Still, there is little doubt

 that for nearly everyone, voting is a low benefit activity.9 Pol-
 itics, in general, is a peripheral concern to most Americans.l0
 Even among the politically engaged and interested, the posi-
 tive feelings of fulfilling one's civic duty (or the guilt for shirking
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 it) are not very strong and do not last much past election day.
 Moreover, the opportunities for expressive and intrinsic voting
 benefits are neither rare nor unpredictable because American
 elections occur at regular and frequent intervals. In addition,
 because of the "big brute fact" that no single vote is decisive
 (even in a case like the 2000 presidential election), the elec-
 toral implications for not having voted in a particular election
 are largely inconsequential. All of this means that for most
 people, voting or not voting in any given election does not
 affect one's subjective or objective well being, in either a pos-
 itive or negative way, very much.

 Voting costs
 The observation that voting is a low-benefit activity leads to
 three propositions. First, even small voting costs may deter
 people from voting. Second, given that many people do cast
 ballots, the costs of voting for nearly everyone must not be
 very high. Third, as a "low-benefit, low-cost activity," in gen-
 eral, small changes in the costs of voting might have sizable
 effects on overall turnout rates and influence the turnout of

 some groups more than others."1
 Since its near-universal adoption, voter registration has been

 perhaps the main cost of voting in America.12 While in many
 other countries, the government is responsible for registering
 voters, individuals in the United States have always had to "pay"

 the costs themselves. Writing more than seventy years ago,
 Harold Gosnell linked this difference to lower voter turnout.

 [T] here are certain common elements running through the election
 systems studied which make voting an easier task than it is in this
 country.... In the European countries studied, a citizen who is en-
 titled to vote does not, as a rule, have to make any effort to see that his

 name is on the list of eligible voters. The inconvenience of registering
 in this country has caused many citizens to become non-voters .... In
 France, Germany, Belgium, and Switzerland the local officials check
 up at least once a year in order to see that the voters' lists are accurate
 and up to date.13

 Because registration in America has been the responsibility
 of potential voters, both the magnitude and timing of registra-
 tion costs influence turnout. Consider the poll tax. Clearly,
 higher poll taxes represent greater costs and consequently cause
 lower turnout. In addition, if two poll taxes are equal in amount,

 but one is payable on election day while the other is due months

 in advance, the latter will more greatly affect turnout. As V. O.

 Key wrote,

 [M] any persons to whom the dollar or two is no burden do not pay
 the tax because of conditions surrounding its collection.... When
 the tax is due six months or more in advance of a campaign, before the
 candidates have announced and before political interest is aroused,
 the natural result is a smaller degree of payment than would occur if

 collection continued until a shorter time before the voting.14

 Whatever the costs associated with registration, people will be
 more interested and therefore more likely to deal with them
 closer to election day.

 Registration is significant not only because it influences over-
 all turnout levels, but also because registration laws may affect
 some people more than others. If this is the case, registration

 may account for some of the "distortion" between the voting
 population and the general population (i.e., voters are older,
 better educated, wealthier, whiter, etc.).'5 Similarly, if the types

 of people most affected by registration laws tend to share party

 affiliations, registration laws may have important partisan impli-
 cations as well.

 Registration Laws and Voter Turnout
 Beginning with Robert Erikson, scholars have noted that among
 those who register, turnout rates are extremely high and "even
 unlikely registrants are relatively frequent voters when they do

 register."'6 For example, in the last three presidential elections,

 fully 85 percent of those who report being registered voted."7
 It is thus tempting to infer that registration is the chief barrier

 to voting.'8 This, however, is an important instance of a selec-
 tion problem. Research that models registration separately from
 voting shows that registered individuals are better educated,
 older, politically interested, and more socially connected than

 non-registered citizens.19 Because these factors are associated
 with lower voting costs and increased benefits, it is a mistake
 to argue that if registration barriers were removed, non-
 registered citizens would vote at the same high rate as those
 who are registered.20 This point may be illustrated by examin-

 ing turnout in North Dakota, which does not have voter reg-
 istration. If registration is the primary factor that keeps people

 from voting, turnout among North Dakotans should approach
 one hundred percent, or at least the turnout rate among those
 who are registered in other states. But, turnout in North Dakota

 lags the turnout of the registered in other states.2'
 An alternative approach to assessing the effects of registra-

 tion laws on turnout takes advantage of the substantial varia-
 tion in registration requirements across states and over time.
 Analyses of this sort reveal that of all the myriad registration
 laws, four stand out for their impact on turnout: poll taxes,
 literacy tests, registration closing dates, and "motor voter" laws.

 Poll taxes and literacy tests
 Key, Morgan Kousser, and Jerrold Rusk and John Stucker tell
 the history of the poll taxes and literacy tests that were enacted

 in southern states beginning in 1890.22 Each of the eleven
 former Confederate states enacted poll taxes between 1890
 and 1904, and seven adopted literacy tests.23 All poll taxes
 required some payment in order to register, and the tax often
 accumulated over time. Literacy tests required potential voters
 to demonstrate either reading or writing skills, though many
 states had some form of exemption, such as a "grandfather
 clause." Both poll taxes and literacy tests impose costs on poten-
 tial voters in advance, often well in advance, of election day.

 Distinguishing the impact of poll taxes and literacy tests on
 turnout is difficult because both measures were often adopted
 at or near the same time, amid already declining southern
 turnout. In addition, people in the 1890s paid less attention
 (by today's standards) to collecting and maintaining the sort of
 data that are useful to social scientists. Nevertheless, there is

 little doubt that the adoption of such laws contributed to a
 significant decline in turnout. Rusk and Stucker find, for
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 example, that the rate of turnout decline increased by an aver-
 age of 15 percentage points after states adopted poll taxes and
 9 points after they adopted literacy tests.24

 Blacks and poor whites were the main groups disenfran-
 chised by poll taxes and literacy tests. Although no law explic-
 itly mentioned blacks, targeting them was easy. Writing about
 the Mississippi state constitution, Key observes that "all the
 suffrage provisions . .. were phrased to exclude from the fran-
 chise not Negroes, as such, but persons with certain character-
 istics most of whom would be Negroes."25 Indeed, most blacks
 in the South were poor and illiterate. Moreover, they could not
 expect to benefit from the discretion local (white) officials
 often had regarding literacy tests and their various "exemp-
 tions" and "alternatives."26 Steven Rosenstone and John Mark

 Hansen, and James Alt confirm the disparate racial impact of
 these laws.27 The poll tax kept many poor whites from voting
 as well. In fact, given the many other methods used to disen-
 franchise blacks, Key argues that the poll tax likely had a larger

 effect on poor whites than on blacks.28
 The significance lies in a sometimes overlooked aspect of

 southern politics. Maintaining one-party Democratic domi-
 nance meant it was necessary to exclude as much as possible
 those who might hold or develop sympathies for Republican
 or Populist candidates. Blacks were obviously one such con-
 stituency. Poor whites were another.

 Registration closing dates and election day registration
 With the adoption of registration laws, states required citizens
 to register in advance of election day. Early registration closing
 dates provide less time to register and may limit the mobilizing
 effects of campaigns, which grow more intense as election day
 nears. In addition, requiring registration before election day
 usually entails a separate trip to register that could "require a
 longer journey, at a less convenient hour, to complete a more
 complicated procedure-and at a time when interest in the
 campaign is far from its peak."29

 Stanley Kelley, Richard Ayres, and William Bowen con-
 ducted the first systematic study of closing dates.30 They ana-
 lyzed registration and turnout rates across 89 cities in 1960
 and found that a closing date more than three months before
 election day lowered registration levels by as much as 15 per-
 centage points. Steven Rosenstone and Raymond Wolfinger
 analyzed the direct connection between closing dates and turn-
 out among individuals.31 By the time the data they analyzed
 were collected in 1972, nearly all the states had closing dates
 no longer than a month before election day. Even with these
 shortened periods, Rosenstone and Wolfinger found that the
 effect of closing dates on turnout could be as much as nine
 percentage points.32

 Researchers could directly investigate the effect of having
 no closing date after Maine, Minnesota, and Wisconsin adopted
 election day registration in the 1970s. Four more states fol-
 lowed. Oregon allowed election day registration in the early
 1980s before later repealing it. New Hampshire, Wyoming,
 and Idaho adopted election day registration in response to the
 1993 National Voter Registration Act. Through election day

 registration, these states allowed campaigns to realize their mobi-

 lizing potential fully and at the same time virtually eliminated
 the costs of registration. The evidence reveals a noticeable boost
 in turnout of about five percentage points.33

 What types of people are likely to take advantage of the
 opportunity to register closer to election day or on election

 day itself? One "type" is an individual who in the past has had
 fewer opportunities to register. Consider two people, alike in
 nearly every way except that one is twenty years old and the
 other is sixty. With the approach of the 2004 presidential elec-
 tion, the young person has the opportunity to vote in her first

 election. To do so, of course, she will need to register. Having
 had few opportunities to register in the past, it seems more
 likely that her desire to register would manifest during the fall

 campaign, perhaps near the end when media coverage is great-
 est and party mobilization efforts reach their peak. For her, a
 short closing date might be the difference between registering
 and not. In contrast, the sixty-year-old has lived through many

 more election seasons and has had many more opportunities
 to register. One more opportunity will likely have less impact
 on whether this person registers and votes. Consequently, early

 closing dates are likely to have their largest effects among the
 young.

 In a related vein, one would predict larger effects for the
 residentially mobile. Moving requires people to register with
 their new address in order to vote. Movers, then, are like twenty

 year-olds: an upcoming election is the first for which they are

 eligible to vote (at their new address). Because reregistering at
 a new address is often low on recent movers' priority lists, a
 political campaign can provide the needed motivation.34 Short
 closing dates or election day registration enable these individ-
 uals to translate campaign interest into voting.

 Political interest also matters for considering the turnout
 effects of closing dates. People who are most interested in pol-
 itics are very likely to make sure they are registered. Only
 rarely will they fail to register by the waning weeks of a national

 campaign. As a result, closing dates influence the turnout of
 these highly motivated people very little. Those least interested

 in politics are also unlikely to be influenced by closing dates.
 These citizens have virtually no motivation to vote; their vot-
 ing benefits are nearly zero. They pay little, if any, attention to

 political campaigns and are therefore unlikely to be activated
 by them. Late closing dates, or even election day registration
 will not bring these people to register and vote.

 Between these extremes are individuals who take some inter-

 est in politics, and who may be spurred to register and vote by
 the increased campaign interest that attends the approach of
 election day. A late closing date allows for this possibility. If
 the deadline for registration is well before election day, how-
 ever, it is unlikely that campaign interest will be translated into

 turnout. For this group of people, registration closing dates
 ought to matter more.

 Evidence confirms that closing dates have disparate turnout
 effects. Both the young and the residentially mobile are more
 responsive to registration closing dates and election day regis-
 tration.35 With regard to political interest, I am aware of no
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 study that has directly investigated its interaction with regis-
 tration closing dates. However, a number of studies look at the

 interaction between education-a good proxy for interest--
 and closing dates. The evidence suggests that those with either
 a high school degree or some college education are most affected.

 Those without a high school degree-the least interested--
 and those who completed college-the most interested-are
 influenced less.36

 "Motor voter" registration
 "Motor voter" laws are the last type of registration provisions
 that research consistently shows to affect turnout levels. Begin-

 ning in the 1970s, some states started adopting laws that allowed

 voter registration at motor vehicle agencies. By the beginning
 of 1992, two dozen states had some form of motor voter pro-
 gram.37 Because most people have driver's licenses or state
 identification cards, which they periodically have to renew,
 linking registration to the application and especially the renewal

 process lowers registration costs. Registration becomes attached
 to an activity that people will engage in anyway; the need for a
 separate trip and effort to register are thereby removed. As a
 result, motor voter laws can come "close to eliminating regis-
 tration as a separate activity with its own costs."38

 As states formulated and implemented motor voter laws, an
 important distinction emerged. Some states either used a com-
 bined registration/licensing form or had DMV personnel explic-

 itly ask people if they wanted to register. These "active" motor
 voter states were distinguished from "passive" ones where reg-
 istration was not effectively integrated into the ordinary course

 of DMV transactions; forms were available but no prompting
 was provided.39 Not surprisingly, "active" programs had more

 substantial effects on turnout-about five percentage points--
 than "passive" ones, the effects of which were not always pos-
 sible to distinguish from zero.40

 Like election day registration, an active motor voter pro-
 gram removes the costs associated with a separate trip to reg-
 ister.41 As a consequence, it should particularly benefit the
 young, the residentially mobile, and those with middling lev-
 els of education. Highton and Wolfinger tested two of these
 hypotheses by analyzing turnout in Colorado before and after
 it implemented an active motor voter program.42 The results
 generally confirmed the age and education predictions. No
 measure of residential mobility was available, so it was impos-
 sible to test the hypothesis about movers.

 Other registration provisions
 In addition to poll taxes, literacy tests, registration closing dates,

 and motor voter programs, states have implemented a variety
 of other registration laws. For example, some allowed mail
 registration; some required registration offices to be open reg-
 ularly for at least 40 hours a week or on evenings and week-
 ends; some required registered voters to reregister at periodic
 intervals; some purged nonvoters from registration lists after a
 specified amount of time. All of these provisions relate to reg-
 istration costs. None, however, exhibits clear and consistent

 effects across the wide range of empirical analyses of the turn-

 out effects of registration laws.43 The minimal effects, if any
 are discernable at all, suggest that the costs associated with
 these laws are too small to influence turnout very much.

 Another kind of registration law prevents a whole class of
 individuals from registering. For example, many states had
 residency requirements until the latter part of the twentieth
 century. Rosenstone and Wolfinger report that in "the early
 1960s, 38 states required at least a year's residence in the state

 before one could register."44 For those who had not lived in a
 state long enough, the residency requirement was an absolute
 barrier to voting. At the same time, though, the negative effect

 of residency requirements on overall turnout levels was limited
 because nearly everyone (even most of the residentially mobile)
 met the requirements.45 Nevertheless, these restrictions effec-

 tively kept recent immigrants from voting. Similarly, felon dis-

 enfranchisement laws keep convicted felons from registering
 and voting, in some cases even after release from prison. The
 aggregate turnout effects are small; only about one in fifty
 adults is unable to vote, either currently or permanently, because

 of a felony conviction.46 Nonetheless, the effects are far from
 uniform; for instance, black men are disenfranchised at a rate

 seven times the national average.47

 Partisan Consequences
 of Registration Laws
 The history of the Jim Crow South illustrates the great possi-
 bilities for partisan effects of registration laws. Once the Union

 Army left, the South maintained one-party Democratic rule in
 part by keeping those least likely to support the Democrats
 (poor whites and especially blacks) from registering to vote.48

 Against this historical backdrop, it is not surprising that schol-
 ars have investigated the partisan consequences of other regis-
 tration laws.

 The partisan impact of a registration law depends on two
 factors: the number of people affected by a law and their polit-

 ical distinctiveness. If the effect of a registration law is limited

 to either a small number of people or to a group that resembles
 the voting population in terms of partisanship, the partisan
 consequences will be minimal. Poll taxes and literacy tests in
 the South illustrate the importance of these factors. Those
 who were kept from voting by these laws (blacks and poor
 whites) formed a sizable proportion of the population, and
 their political inclinations differed greatly from those among
 voters.

 In contrast, today's registration laws appear to have much
 smaller partisan effects. Scholars have investigated the parti-
 san implications of changing registration laws and consis-
 tently found little, if any, noticeable effects.49 Although these
 findings are generally at odds with the views of many jour-
 nalists, politicians, and even some political scientists, they are
 understandable.

 Several factors explain the minimal partisan effects. First,
 consider the differences between voters and nonvoters in gen-
 eral and what might happen if the United States saw universal
 turnout. On the whole, there are small differences between

 voters and nonvoters in terms of their partisan and policy

 510 Perspectives on Politics
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 preferences. The earliest estimate of universal turnout showed

 that if everyone had voted in 1972, the partisan balance would
 have barely changed and that on a range of issues "voters are a
 virtual carbon copy of the citizen population."50 Subsequent
 studies report similar results.51 Given that "as a whole, nonvot-

 ers appear well represented by those who vote" and that uni-
 versal turnout would represent a substantially larger turnout
 increase than would changes in registration laws, one would
 expect the partisan effects of registration laws to be even
 less significant than the small estimated effects of universal
 turnout.52

 There are two caveats about the partisan implications of
 registration laws, but they do not change the prediction of
 minimal partisan effects. First, whereas the work cited above
 relates to the nation as a whole, there might be larger effects in

 state or local elections. This, however, is unlikely to be the
 case. Studies of the relationship between turnout and election
 outcomes for a variety of offices generally find little, if any,

 partisan effects.53 Higher turnout does not consistently ben-
 efit either party significantly; for example, full turnout in Sen-

 ate elections would have benefited Democrats by just about a
 single percentage point, on average, in the elections between
 1994 and 1998.54

 The second caveat relates to the characteristics of those dis-

 proportionately affected by registration laws. If they are polit-
 ically distinct, the partisan effects would be larger. As I have
 discussed, registration closing dates and motor voter laws have
 greater impact on turnout among the young and residentially
 mobile, the largest blocs of nonvoters.55 Neither group's par-
 tisan preferences differ much from those of the rest of the
 population, however, which means that adding a dispropor-
 tionate number of them to the ranks of voters through regis-
 tration reform would barely alter the partisan balance of the
 electorate.56 A similar lack of political distinctiveness is evi-
 dent for those with middling education levels. In short, the
 partisan preferences of marginal voters, those for whom vari-
 ations in registration laws matter most, closely mirror those of
 voters.

 Contemporary Registration Laws
 and Voter Turnout

 Registration was widely adopted as a requirement for voting
 between 1876 and 1912.57 Since then, the long-term trend
 has been toward making registration a less imposing and oner-
 ous task. The 24th Amendment, ratified in 1964, outlawed

 poll taxes for federal elections. In 1966 the Supreme Court
 extended the prohibition to all elections when it ruled that a
 poll tax violated the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th
 Amendment.58 Literacy tests have also been left in the past,
 eliminated by the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and Voting Rights
 Act Amendments of 1970. Registration closing dates, although
 still in existence, have been substantially curtailed through the
 1970 Voting Rights Act Amendments and a Supreme Court
 decision.59 Whereas Kelley, Ayres, and Bowen's analysis of turn-

 out in 1960 included people living in states with closing dates
 of one hundred or more days before election day, Rosenstone

 and Wolfinger's analysis of turnout in 1972 included just four

 states with closing dates greater than 31 days.60 At present, no
 state has a closing date greater than 31 days, and the most
 populous state in the country has recently cut its closing date
 in half, from 30 to 15 days before an election. In addition, as
 I mentioned, motor voter laws started to proliferate in the

 1970s.6'
 The most significant recent changes to registration laws began

 with passage of the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA)
 of 1993. The law included four registration provisions: "active"
 motor voter, public agency registration, universal mail regis-
 tration, and prohibition of "purging for not voting."62 The
 only way a state could be exempt from these requirements is if
 it allowed election day registration. Many groups hailed the
 legislation as a key step toward removing barriers to voting.
 Alexander Keyssar writes that:

 The registration measure was the final act of the drama that had
 begun in the 1960s: it completed a lurching yet immensely important
 forty-year process of nationalizing the voting laws and removing obsta-
 cles to the ballot box. As such, the Motor Voter bill was also a critical

 step in dismantling the multiple impediments to voting that had been
 erected between the 1850s and World War I. By the end of the twen-
 tieth century, what had been a long historical swing toward contrac-
 tion of the franchise had been decisively reversed.63

 In terms of enhancing turnout, the key provision was the
 requirement that every state implement an active motor voter

 program or permit election day registration. In essence, the
 NVRA eliminated the costs of a special trip to register, and
 thereby virtually eliminated the costs of registration for nearly

 all eligible voters.
 Ironically, in the first presidential election after the adop-

 tion of the NVRA, turnout dropped by about six percentage
 points from its 1992 level, hardly an encouraging sign. This
 probably was due more to unusually high turnout in 1992
 than to any negative effects of the NVRA on turnout, espe-
 cially given that the law took effect in 1995 and license renewal

 cycles are typically four or five years. Still, turnout in the 1998

 and 2002 midterm and the 2000 presidential elections was not
 substantially higher than pre-NVRA levels (even if we set aside

 the 1992 election and make comparisons to presidential turn-
 out in the 1980s).

 What can be inferred from the post-NVRA turnout rates?
 The individual costs of registration are now lower than they
 have been at any time since the widespread adoption of state
 registration requirements. And, given that all states are now
 required to have motor voter programs or election day regis-
 tration, registration costs cannot go much lower.64 Thus, it is
 no longer reasonable to sustain the proposition, first articu-
 lated by Gosnell (1930), that American registration laws are
 responsible for lower turnout in the United States compared
 to other countries. Nor is it reasonable to contend that regis-
 tration requirements are the primary cause of the demographic
 skew of the voting population. If either of these propositions
 were correct, American turnout would be substantially higher
 and the demographic correlates of turnout would have weak-
 ened considerably. Neither of these outcomes has been observed,
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 which suggests that the search for causes must extend beyond
 registration laws.

 Conclusion
 In the United States, registration has been and remains an
 individual responsibility. People are not automatically regis-
 tered when they first become eligible to vote or take up a new
 residence. However, the government can make registration eas-
 ier (or more difficult) with predictable consequences for turn-
 out. At present, due to earlier reforms and the National Voter
 Registration Act of 1993, registration laws are more uniform
 and registration costs are lower than at any point since regis-
 tration requirements became widely adopted. There is now
 little room for enhancing turnout further by making registra-

 tion easier. It is still possible to lower voting costs somewhat by

 extending polling place hours and mailing sampling ballots
 and polling place information to registrants.65 Furthermore,
 efforts to mobilize voters, especially through personal canvass-

 ing, can be effective.66 Nevertheless, continued nonvoting by
 substantial numbers of citizens suggests that for many people,
 voting remains an activity from which there is virtually no
 gratification-instrumental, expressive, or otherwise. Conse-
 quently, for those whose goal is a democracy where most peo-
 ple engage in the fundamental act of political participation, a
 pessimistic conclusion cannot be avoided.

 Notes
 1 Virginia residents were required to pay an annual poll

 tax of $1.50 in order to register to vote. Adjusting for infla-

 tion, $1.50 in 1904 is equivalent to $27.72 in 2000.
 See Friedman 2003. The Virginia poll tax could accumu-
 late over three years. Thus, by 1907 a new registrant
 would have to pay $4.50 or $83.16 in 2000 dollars.

 2 Downs 1957, 246.
 3 Meehl 1977, 11. The instrumental reward of voting

 depends on the product of the probability of influencing
 the outcome (P) and the "differential benefit" (B) one

 would gain from one candidate prevailing over another,
 P*B. See Riker and Ordeshook 1968. Theoretically, larger
 ideological differences between candidates and higher
 political offices (because they come with more power to
 influence policy outcomes) increase the differential ben-
 efit. But, the minute chance of influencing an election out-
 come (P) means that even with a high differential
 benefit, the costs of voting outweigh the instrumental
 rewards for almost everyone.

 4 Brady, Verba, and Schlozman 1995, 283.
 5 Aldrich 1993, 266. Or, as Wolfinger and Rosenstone

 explain, the "more important benefits of voting, how-
 ever, are expressive rather than instrumental." Wolfinger
 and Rosenstone 1980, 7.

 6 Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980, 7.
 7 Riker and Ordeshook 1968, 28.
 8 For a more extensive discussion of how, for some, "bear-

 ing the cost becomes part of the benefit," see Verba, Schloz-
 man, and Brady 1995, 103.

 9 Aldrich provides the clearest articulation of this observa-

 tion along with its implications. See Aldrich 1993. Verba,
 Schlozman, and Brady (1995) analyze a variety of forms
 of political participation (campaign work, financial con-

 tributions, protesting, et cetera) and explain why voting pro-

 vides the fewest benefits of them all. The fact that voting

 is the most common form of political participation
 among Americans is explained by its low costs (and low
 resource demands), not its high benefits.

 10 Zaller 1992. Delli Carpini and Keeter 1996.
 11 Aldrich 1993, 261.
 12 North Dakota is the only state that currently does not

 require registration. It abolished registration require-
 ments in 1951. Instead, precincts maintain lists of voters
 from previous elections. Those not on the lists who
 show up to vote "may be asked to sign a sworn affidavit
 swearing to the fact that he or she is a qualified elec-
 tor of the precinct and therefore qualified to vote." See
 Jaeger 2002, 1. Despite the obvious potential for mis-
 chief, the North Dakota Secretary of State reports that
 there have been no incidents of "widespread voter fraud"
 in North Dakota. See Jaeger 2002, 2.

 13 Gosnell 1930, 185.
 14 Key 1949, 585.
 15 For instance, Powell concludes that "it seems very likely,

 although we cannot demonstrate it directly, that the diffi-
 culty of registration in America is . . . responsible for
 this remarkable distinctiveness of American voting pro-
 cesses." See Powell 1986, 31.

 16 Erikson 1981, 271.
 17 This figure is based on my own analysis of the Current Pop-

 ulation Survey (CPS) Voter Supplements for 1992, 1996,
 and 2000, which are available through the Inter-
 university Consortium for Political and Social Research.

 18 Piven and Cloward argue that "people vote if they are reg-
 istered. Nonvoting is almost entirely concentrated among
 those who are not registered. This is prima facie evi-
 dence of the deterrent impact of registration procedures
 on voting." See Piven and Cloward 1988, 260. In their
 more recent work, Piven and Cloward back away from
 their strong claims on the impact of registration laws
 on turnout. See Piven and Cloward 2000.

 19 Erikson 1981; Uhlaner 1989; Mitchell and Wlezien
 1995; Jackson 1996; Timpone 1998. By separating
 the registration decision from the turnout one, scholars
 are better able to understand why some factors influence
 turnout. For example, jury aversion may lower turnout
 through lower registration rates because jurors are some-
 times selected from registration lists. See Oliver and
 Wolfinger 1999. In contrast, campaign mobilization
 affects turnout by increasing the probability of voting
 among those who are already registered. See Jackson
 1996, 2002. Brown, Jackson, and Wright 1999.

 20 Consider the analogy of Ivy League admissions and grad-
 uation rates. Few, if any, would argue that high Ivy League
 graduation rates (upwards of ninety percent) imply that
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 those who were not admitted would graduate at the
 same high rate if they had been admitted. The reason is sim-

 ple: admissions committees select students who they
 think will graduate. If they admitted a class that was rep-
 resentative of the overall pool of high school graduates
 (i.e., those who are eligible to attend Ivy League schools),
 graduation rates would certainly fall. Similarly, those
 who register have attributes that make them likely voters.
 Just as one would not infer that those who are not

 accepted to Ivy League schools would graduate if they
 were accepted, one should not infer that those who are not
 registered would vote if they were registered.

 21 Highton 1997.
 22 Key 1959; Kousser 1974; Rusk and Stucker 1978.
 23 Although the South receives most of the attention, liter-

 acy tests were used elsewhere as well. As Riker put it: "Eigh-
 teen states have adopted the test, seven to disfranchise
 Negroes, five to disfranchise Indians and Mexicans and Ori-
 entals, and six to disfranchise European immigrants."
 See Riker 1965, 60.

 24 I calculate these figures based on Rusk and Stucker's
 tables 6.13 and 6.14. They represent averages across
 all states that adopted poll taxes and literacy tests. Because
 of the often overlapping adoptions, the figures should
 not be considered as the independent effects of each pro-
 vision (i.e., one should not conclude that the com-

 bined effect of a poll tax and literacy test would be to
 reduce turnout 24 percentage points). In addition, no two
 poll taxes or literacy tests were identical, so one would
 not want to say that a poll tax or literacy test reduces turn-

 out by X percent. Higher poll taxes and more difficult lit-
 eracy tests will lower turnout more than lower taxes
 and easier tests. See Rusk and Stucker 1978.

 25 Key 1949, 538.
 26 Key's analysis led him to conclude that "no matter from

 what direction one looks at it, the southern literacy test
 is a fraud and nothing more. The simple fact seems
 to be that the constitutionally prescribed test of ability to
 read and write a section of the constitution is rarely
 administered to whites." See Key 1949, 576.

 27 Rosenstone and Hansen 1993. Alt 1994.

 28 Key 1949.
 29 Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978, 22.
 30 Kelley et al 1967.
 31 Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978.
 32 The relationship between closing dates and turnout is

 quite robust. It has been replicated in analyses of turn-
 out in different election years using different methodolo-
 gies and a variety of data. See Squire et al. 1987; Nagler
 1991, 1994; Teixeira 1992; Rosenstone and Hansen 1993;
 Mitchell and Wlezien 1995; Rhine 1995; Rhine 1996;
 Highton and Wolfinger 1998; Timpone 1998; Brians and
 Grofman 2001.

 33 Fenster 1994; Brians and Grofman 2001; Knack 2001.
 34 "People in a new home have all sorts of arranging and adjust-

 ing to do, from redecorating to mastering innumerable

 details of domestic administration. . . . Registering to
 vote is drab and boring, a weak claimant for attention."
 See Squire Wolfinger, Glass 1987, 50.

 35 Highton and Wolfinger 1998; Knack and White 2000.
 36 Nagler 1991; Nagler 1994; Highton and Wolfinger 1998;

 Brians and Grofman 2001. This finding is at odds with
 those of Rosenstone and Wolfinger who found the larg-

 est effects among the least educated. See Rosenstone and
 Wolfinger 1978. Nagler shows how this finding was
 an artifact of the methodology they employed. See Nagler
 1991; Nagler 1994.

 37 National Clearinghouse on Election Administration
 1992.

 38 Teixeira 1992, 130.

 39 Montjoy 1992; Knack 1995; Highton and Wolfinger
 1998.

 40 Knack 1995; Highton and Wolfinger 1998; Brians and
 Grofman 2001.

 41 Moreover, by offering an easy opportunity to register in
 advance of election day, motor voter laws can further

 enhance turnout by facilitating political mobilization
 because parties and other groups often rely on lists of reg-
 istrants. The same is not true for election day registrants.

 42 Highton and Wolfinger 1998.
 43 Kelley, Ayres, and Bowen 1967; Rosenstone and Wol-

 finger 1978; Teixeira 1992; Knack 1995; Mitchell and
 Wlezien 1995; Rhine 1995; Rhine 1996; Highton and
 Wolfinger 1998.

 44 Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978, 24.
 45 For instance, the Census Bureau reports that over a one-

 year period in the 1960s, 96 percent of people remained
 in the same state. See U.S. Census Bureau 1964. Only
 four percent of the population moved from one state to

 another. Among those who moved (about 20 percent
 of the population), slightly more than 80 percent moved
 within their state of residence.

 46 Sentencing Project 2003.
 47 Ibid. Uggen and Manza conduct an extensive analysis of

 the political implications of felon disenfranchisement
 laws. See Uggen and Manza 2002.

 48 Key documents a variety of other ways by which one-
 party dominance was maintained. See Key 1949.

 49 Rosenstone and Wolfinger 1978; Teixeira 1992; Mitchell
 and Wlezien 1995; Franklin and Grier 1997; Highton
 and Wolfinger 1998; Knack 1999.

 50 Wolfinger and Rosenstone 1980, 109.
 51 Bennett and Resnick 1989. Teixeira 1992. Highton and

 Wolfinger 2001.
 52 Highton and Wolfinger 2001, 192.
 53 DeNardo 1980; Nagle and McNulty 1996.
 54 Citrin Schickler, and Sides 2003.

 55 Current Population Survey Voter Supplement data for
 the 2000 election indicates that 33 percent of nonvot-
 ers were under the age of 30, 41 percent had lived at their
 current address for two years or less, and 55 percent
 were either residentially mobile or young.
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 56 Highton and Wolfinger 2001.
 57 Rosenstone and Hansen 1993; Keyssar 2000.
 58 Harper v. Virginia Board ofElections.
 59 Dunn v. Blumstein.

 60 Kelley, Ayres, and Bowen 1967; Rosenstone and Wolfin-
 ger 1978. The 1970 Voting Rights Act Amendments and
 Dunn v. Blumstein also restricted residency requirements.

 61 Commenting on allof the changes, especially the congres-
 sional actions and Supreme Court decisions, Keyssar
 writes:

 By 1975, the nation had witnessed a legal revolution.... What
 occurred in the course of a decade was not only the re-enfranchisement
 of African Americans but the abolition of nearly all remaining lim-

 its on the right to vote. Poll taxes, literacy tests, understanding
 clauses, pauper exclusions, and good character provisions had been
 swept away. Property and tax requirements for voting in special elec-
 tions had been all but eliminated; durational residency qualifica-
 tions had been drastically cut and the definition of residency
 broadened; the voting age had been lowered to eighteen, and lan-
 guage barriers had been dropped. The total number of new vot-
 ers added to the electorate cannot be counted with precision, but the

 figure was surely in excess of twenty million. See Keyssar 2000,
 281-82.

 At the same time, Keyssar identifies "two uneasy pieces,"

 ongoing questions relating to the rights of felons (and
 ex-felons) and immigrants.

 62 The law requires that a "motor vehicle driver's license appli-
 cation (including any renewal application) . . . shall serve
 as an application for voter registration. See 107 Stat.
 68, 1993.

 63 Keyssar 2000, 315.
 64 To be sure, there is still some room for improvement. In

 its most recent report to Congress, the Federal Election
 Commission (2001) notes that some states have been hav-

 ing implementation problems with their motor voter
 laws.

 65 Wolfinger, Highton, and Mullin, forthcoming. Although
 unlikely to be widely adopted, conducting elections by
 mail is another means to reduce voting costs and increase
 turnout. See Berinsky, Burns, and Traugott 2001.

 66 Gerber and Green 2000.
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